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that the New Testament makes no such extraordinary de.

mands on human credulity.

Let us remark further, at this stage, that, judging from the

generally received geological evidence in the case, very little

time seems to be allowed by the author of the "Vestiges"

C.or that miraculous process of transmutation through svhicl.

the low aTg of our sea-shores are neld to have passed into

high orders of plants vhch constitute the prevailing British

flora. The boulder clay, which rises so high along our hills, and

which, as shown by its inferior position on the lower grounds,

is decidedly the most ancient of the country's superficial de

posits, is yet so modern, geologically, that it contains only

recent shells. It belongs to that cold, glacial, post-Tertiary

period, in which what is now Britain existed as a few

groupes of insulated hill-tops, bearing the semi-arctic vegetation

of our fourth flora,- that true Celtic flora of the country

which we now find, like the country's Celtic races of our

own species, cooped up among the mountains. The fifth or

Germanic flora must have been introduced, it is held, at a

later period, when the climate had greatly meliorated. And

if we are to hold that the plants of this last flora were devd

oped from sea-weed, not propagated across a continuity of

land from the original centre in Germany, or borne by cur.

rents from the mouths of the Germanic rivers,- the theory
of Mon. C. Martins, -then must we also hold that that de

velopment took place since the times of the boulder clay, and

that fucoids and conferv became dicotyledonous and mor2o.

wtyledonous plants during a brief period, in which the Fur.

pura lapilius and Turritelia terel'ra did not alter a single
whorl, and the yp'rina island ica and Astarte borealis re

tained unchanged each minute projection of their hinges, and

each nicer peculiarity of their muscular impressions. Crea-
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